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Our wandering fellow countryman, Ede Szenger witnested the historical event that for Mexicans 
represents the advent of the Republic and for Europeans is best known as the topic of a famous 
painting by the French painter Edouard Manet, the execution in 1867 of the Mexican emperor 
Maximilian II, brother of Franz Joseph, the Habsburg ruler of the Austro-Hungárián Monarchy. 
Of note, Manet himself did not witness the execution though he visited the land of the Aztecs. 
Manet's inspiration came from both Goya's painting and his own aversion to the foreign politics 
of Napoleon III. A picture by Henri Rousseau (alsó known as le Douanier, the customs officer, a 
French post-impressionist painter) in a naive or primitive manner, alsó depicts the execution. 
Stories spred by admirers that Rousseau's army sevice included the French expeditionary force to 
Mexico are unfounded. His inspiration came from stories by the soldiers who had survived the 
disastrous French expedition to Mexico and whom he met during his service as a customs officer. 
Present was however at the execution Ede Szenger, a Hungárián doctor serving in the Medical 
Corps of Maximilian's army. Ten years later, the repatriated Szenger published a book entitled 
"Mexico felvidéke élet és kórtani tekintetben" (The Highland of Mexico in respect to Physiology 
and Pathology) which is not only an interesting travel book but alsó an early example of 
Hungárián medical geography. 

Maximilian was an unsual Habsburg, a peaceíiil man and a supporter of the arts who disap-
proved the absolutist politics of his own brother, Franz Joseph. He married into the Belgian 
Royal Family that earned him the support of Napoleon III in 1864. Maximilian claimed the 
throne of Mexico with the help of the French expeditionary force led by General Bazaine. The 
French army was fortilied by volunteers coming from the Austro-Hungárián Monarchy, includ-
ing the military surgeon Ede Szenger. Bazaine badly needed the volunteers because his French 
army had been decimated by the combination of continuous guerilla warfare and epidemics 
(most importantly malaria, typhoid fever, and yellow fever). The Austro-Hungárián legionaries 
joined the French expeditionary force in the port city of Vera Cruz and then started their 
Westward invasion towards the Mexican Capital. After many hurdles, Maximilian's army finally 
reached the safe haven of Puebla, occupied by Mexicans loyal to him. Szenger made a tour of 
Mexico City to have his medical diploma recognized where he made friends with the famous 
Professor of Medicine, Jimenez. Upon his return to Puebla, Szenger was promoted to head the 
Austrian military hospitál. The military siuiation, however, soon turnéd to the disadvantage of 
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Maximilian. The United States decided to intervene based on the Monroe doctrine ("America 
belongs to the Americans"), resulting in the withrawal of the French expeditionary force. 
Without the might of the French army, Maximilian's demise was only a question of time. The 
troops loval to President Juarez attacked from the South under the leadership of General 
Escobedo. Maximilian' army retreated to the Mountains, trying to resist Juarez' Republican 
force in the Fortress of Queretaro, close to San Luis Potosi. Outnumbered and exhausted, 
Maximilian's army had no chance of military victory. Their only hope was a last-minute military 
intervention bv Franz Joseph. Maximilian was, however, sold out to the Republican army by an 
officer of his by the name of Lopez who clearly saw the futility of resistance. Despite the pleas of 
European powers for clemency, Emperor Maximilian was executed by President Juarez along 
with his Generals Miramon and Meja. If Juarez wanted to create an example, he definitely suc-
cedeed. The execution became a top story in the média all over the World, Szenger had 110 harm 
by the Republicans. He decided to settle as a generál practitioner in the city of San Luis Potosi. 
Though located at the same parallel as Kalkotta (formerly Calcutta) at the delta of the Ganges, 
San Luis Potosi enjoys a less hot and humid climate in the highlands. For eight years, Doctor 
Szenger served this community of 60,000 people well. He was a founding member of the 
Sociedad Médica Potosiana and was later recognized as a knight of the Order of Guadalupe. 

Interestingly, Szenger's book is not the only Hungárián eye-witness account of the French 
"Mexican expedition". Ede Pawlowszky's small book en ti tied "An account of the disastrous out-
come of Emperor Maximilian's expedition to Mexico" was sold out in two editions, proving the 
interest of the Hungárián public in this topic. Pawlowszky was a low-ranking army officer in the 
expeditionary force and his book focuses 011 military strategy and battles. His book includes a 
graphic deseription of the execution of Maximilian, Meja and Miramon, but he emphasizes that 
the European soldiers received clemency after the armistice and wrere allowed to leave unharmed. 

In 1875 the home-sick Szenger decided to repatriate to Budapest. He did not save anything 
but a few books full of notes, sadly one of which was destroyed by water during the long sea-
journey home. In his above-mentioned book, he did not made himself a central figure, rather he 
focused 011 the Mexican people occupying this unforgiving highland where water is scarce and 
oxygen pressure is low. Szenger's stay in Mexico preceded the era when the cause of death was 
eventually established by autopsy. Inquest into the cause of death was not done by medical pro-
fessionals, hence Szenger's reluctance to trust the diagnoses. Szenger contrasts his experiences to 
those of the great Germán naturalist A. Humboldt w ho briefly visited Mexico in 1803. With his 
friend and colleague, Ignacio Gama, Szenger produced the íirst morbidity and mortality statistics 
011 San Luis Potosi. 

Surprisinglv, Szenger was quite familiar with the works of Charles Darwin. Indeed, Szenger 
quotes Darwin's observations on Native Americans from the l s t edition of the "Origin of 
species" ("they have acquitted chests and lungs of extraordinary dimensions") when deseribing 
the inhabitants of the Mexican highlands. When comparing the air of the Mexican highlands to 
that of the European industrial metropols, he notes that both are low in oxygen but the Mexican 
air is at least clean (or was clean at least in 1871). Of note, Szenger avoids to term "Indián", in 
favor of the term "ancient American". He believes that the future of Mexico lies with mixed mar-
riages between European settlers and Native Americans because only racial harmony can bring 
peace to this big country. The longest chapter is 011 tuberculosis and pediatric scrofula. This 
chapter is based on the lecture that Szenger delivered on March 10,1875 to the Medical Society 
of San Luis Potosi. Szenger makes the observarion that tuberculosis is less common in Mexico 
than in Europe. He attributes this difference to the crowdedness of European apartments and 
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factories and to the healing power of clean Mexican air. The French army surgeon, Jourdanet 
alsó recommended the Mexican highlands to European tuberculosis patients but this "medical 
tourism" was not feasible a century ago. Szenger points out the importance of clean water. He 
notes that bronchopneumonia is more common than lobar pneumonia. He writes about the dif-
ficulty of getting children vaccinated. He describes the big scarlet fever epidemic of 1874, alsó a 
topic to his paper ("La Escarlatina en San Luis Potosi"), published in the Mexican journal La 
Fraternidad. Szenger notes that the port city of Vera Cruz has epidemic yellow fever, whereas 
Orizaba is plagued by dysentery and parasitic liver cysts. Mexico City has a high prevalence of 
typhoid fever. Hepatic abscess is common and treated by professor Jimenez via intercostal needle 
aspiration. Malaria is endemic close to the Equator but only the tertiana is common. The capital, 
Mexico City is, however, devoid of malaria that Szenger attributes to the salty water of the Laké 
Texcoco. Szenger alsó laments how wide spread sexually transmitted diseases are. According to 
Szenger, Mexicans are less prudish than Europeans. They alsó have a very high childbirth rate. 
Quoting Szenger, "women appear to be continuously pregnant". One can often see pregnant 
Native American women breast-feeding one child and carrying another on the back. "Once I 
offered a piece of advice: take better care of yourself. Her response was that you, Rich Foiks, have 
all kinds of entertainment, but for us, Poor Folks, this is the only pleasure." 

According to Humboldt, Mexico's population approached 6 millión in 1803. By 1874, the 
population grew by 50% despite the war. The mortality rate in Mexico City (39 deaths per a 
thousand people) was somewhat better than in Budapest (42) and much worse than in Paris or 
London (half as much). 

It is not easy to convey the poetic style of Szenger's prose in English when he writes about 
the sunsets of Mexico and how the silvery cupolas ofVera Cruz shine in them. Szenger died in 
1894. We do not know whether or not Emperor Franz Joseph was aware of his humble 
Hungárián subject who had witnessed the execution of his brother, Maximilian. Obviously, 
Doctor Szenger is unknown compared to Manet or Maximilian. Nonetheless, his book is an 
important document that is worth reading even todav. 
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